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ABSTRACT

The shift from single-antenna to multiple-antenna transmission contributes to the
capacity increase in wireless communications systems, but the high complexity
of receivers may hold back advancements. Frequency-selective multi-path-fading
channels dominate in the 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) uplink transmissions
and cause the need for measures of equalization in the receiver.

Fast, low-complexity equalizers can be implemented as linear filters that are ap-
plied to the frequency-domain multiple-antenna channel models, but good results
can not be expected. Nonlinear, high performance solutions, like sphere detec-
tion, are available for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) signal detection in
flat-fading channels, but their feasibility, in the presence of frequency-selective
fading, is limited by high computational complexity of processing the large data
input of cyclic prefixed block transmissions.

In receiver design, trade-offs need to be made in terms of complexity and per-
formance, and this master’s thesis explores the possibility of using linear signal
preprocessing in order to influence MIMO detection. A novel group detection
algorithm is studied, formalized and evaluated through computer simulations.

The central idea in group detection is to use linear preprocessing in order to
divide a MIMO channel matrix into smaller equivalent channels, and detect data
symbols in each of the formed groups separately. The group detection method in-
corporates a channel-based adaptive grouping, and thus, using the channel char-
acteristics, each detection is made in an optimized group. The signal prepro-
cessing is done via minimum mean-square error (MMSE) filtering, and detection
is handled by a sphere detector that achieves the same solution as maximum-
likelihood detection.

The proposed MMSE-based group detection is aimed at use in reception of
the single-carrier transmissions in the LTE-Advanced and LTE systems uplink,
which is reflected in the parameters of simulation. The performance of detection
is measured by numerical bit error rate examples, which are calculated by sim-
ulating cyclic prefixed transmission in MIMO and single-antenna channels. The
models include channels that exhibit Rayleigh or Ricean fading, or have a long
delay spread like the Pedestrian B channel specified by 3GPP.

On the basis of the simulation results, the MMSE-based group detection can
outperform the other receiver methods. Group detection was tested with several
group sizes, since larger groups improve performance. The group size also deter-
mines the most of the method’s complexity, but it is a parameter whose value can
be selected to give the desired performance.

Keywords: channel equalization, MIMO detection, group detection, LTE, SC-
FDMA, ISI, flat-fading, frequency-selective fading, cyclic prefix.
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TIIVISTELMÄ

Muutos yhden antennin lähetyksistä monen antennin lähetyksiin edistää kapasi-
teetin kasvua langattomissa viestintäjärjestelmissä, mutta vastaanotinten moni-
mutkaisuus voi hillitä kehitystä. Taajuusselektiivisesti monitiehäipyvät kanavat
hallitsevat 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) -järjestelmän nousevan siirtotien
lähetyksissä, mikä johtaa kanavakorjauksen tarpeeseen vastaanottimessa.

Nopeat, monimutkaisuudeltaan edulliset kanavakorjaimet voidaan toteuttaa li-
neaarisina suodattimina, joita käytetään taajuusalueen moniantennikanavamal-
leihin, mutta niiltä ei voida odottaa hyviä tuloksia. Epälineaarisia korkean suo-
rituskyvyn ratkaisuja, kuten palloilmaisu, on käytettävissä monitulo-monilähtö
(MIMO) -signaalinilmaisuun tasaisesti häipyvissä kanavissa, mutta niiden toteu-
tettavuutta rajoittaa suuri laskennallinen monimutkaisuus käsiteltäessä sitä suur-
ta datamäärää joka lähetetään syklisellä etuliitteellä täydennettyinä lohkoina.

Vastaanotinten suunnittelussa on tehtävä kompromisseja monimutkaisuuden
ja suorituskyvyn suhteen, ja tässä diplomityössä tarkastellaan mahdollisuutta
käyttää signaalin lineaarista esikäsittelyä MIMO-ilmaisuun vaikuttamiseksi. Tut-
kimuksen kohteena on uudenlainen ryhmäilmaisu, joka formalisoidaan algorit-
mina ja jota arvioidaan tietokonesimulaatioiden perusteella.

Ryhmäilmaisun ydinajatuksena on käyttää lineaarista esikäsittelyä jakamaan
MIMO-kanavamatriisi pienemmiksi ekvivalenttikanaviksi ja ilmaista datasym-
bolit syntyneissä ryhmissä erikseen. Ryhmäilmaisumenetelmä sisältää kanavape-
rustaisesti mukautuvan ryhmittelyn, joka käyttää kanavan ominaisuuksia siten
että jokainen ilmaisu tehdään optimoidussa ryhmässä. Signaalin esikäsittely teh-
dään pienimmän keskineliövirheen (MMSE) suodatuksella, ja ilmaisuun käyte-
tään palloilmaisinta, joka saavuttaa saman ratkaisun kuin suurimman uskotta-
vuuden menetelmä.

Esitellyn MMSE-pohjaisen ryhmäilmaisun käyttökohteena pidetään yhden kan-
toaallon lähetyksien vastaanottamista LTE-Advanced ja LTE -järjestelmissä nouse-
vassa siirtotiessä, mikä heijastuu simulaatioparametreihin. Ilmaisun suoritusky-
kyä mitataan bittivirhesuhteen numeerisilla esimerkeillä, jotka lasketaan simu-
loimalla syklisellä etuliitteellä varustettua lähetystä MIMO- sekä yhden antennin
kanavissa. Malleissa on kanavia joissa ilmentyy Rayleigh- tai Rice-häipymistä, tai
joilla on pitkä viivehaje, kuten 3GPP:n määrittämällä Pedestrian B -kanavalla.

Simulaatiotulosten perusteella MMSE-pohjainen ryhmäilmaisu suoriutuu pa-
remmin kuin siihen verratut vastaanotinmenetelmät. Ryhmäilmaisua kokeiltiin
usealla ryhmäkoolla, sillä suuremmat ryhmät parantavat suorituskykyä. Ryhmä-
koko on parametri joka määrää suurimman osan menetelmän monimutkaisuu-
desta, mutta se voidaan valita siten että saavutetaan haluttu suorituskyky.

Avainsanat: kanavakorjaus, MIMO-ilmaisu, ryhmäilmaisu, LTE, SC-FDMA, ISI,
tasainen häipyminen, taajuusselektiivinen häipyminen, syklinen etuliite.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The traffic in second generation wireless mobile communications used to primarily
consist of remote voice transmission services, but after introducing the third generation
(3G) with High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) with advanced data delivery
capabilities, the use of packet data connections has become dominant in terms of data
volume [1, pp. 2]. New telecommunications standards are being developed with the
aim to answer the demand of wireless data and keep increasing the speed and capacity
in the future: the next generations, including the 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership
Project) Long Term Evolution (LTE), are planned to use multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) systems that can offer extra capacity with each additional antenna [1, pp. 4–
5].

Wireless MIMO communication is an important context to the receiver design prob-
lem, but another defining aspect in this work is the single-carrier transmission format.
LTE uses single-carrier frequency-division multiple-access (SC-FDMA) [1, pp. 5],
and its principle is presented in the next chapter, after a brief historical summary of
LTE and its predecessors. In the next paragraphs, to bring up the topic of equalization,
attention is given to some key concepts and phenomena that exist in wireless commu-
nications.

The messages in digital communications are the quantized symbols, for instance,
amplitudes, from a finite set (the constellation), and are transmitted in discrete time.
The receiver’s objective is to reconstruct the original discrete signal from the distorted
and noisy signal manipulated by an analog channel, and a detector is, in practice, a
device in the receiver that obtains an estimated constellation symbol from the received,
sampled signal. [2, pp. 4–6]

The propagation of radio signals generally works through the mechanisms of re-
flection, diffraction and scattering [3, pp. 19]. These mechanisms result in that macro-
cellular radio propagation is roughly characterized by path loss variation with distance,
slow log-normal shadowing and fast multi-path-fading [3, pp. 20]. The environmental
obstructions cause scattering and diffraction of the radio waves, and the signal under-
goes multi-path propagation, through which the message multiples arrive with different
directions and delays at the receiver [3, pp. 39–40]. A flat-fading channel is basically
affecting all frequency components of the signal with the same complex gain [3, pp.
41–44]. If the differential path delays become large, even frequencies close to each
other may have phase shifts with significant differences, causing amplitude and phase
distortion, in which case the channel is said to exhibit frequency-selective fading [3,
pp. 70–74]. A frequency-selective channel is a channel with memory and gives rise
to inter-symbol interference (ISI) which causes significant performance degradation
unless somehow corrected (equalized) [4, pp. 143]. The purpose of an equalizer is
to compensate for the distortion caused by the convolution between the signal and the
channel [2, pp. 2].

Multi-carrier modulation can mostly avoid ISI [5, pp. 83], but the LTE uplink has
single-carrier transmission with wider bandwidth and thus requires equalization. This
can be seen when considering that, according to the measurements of Rappaport et al.,
the (root-mean-square) delay spread in cellular radio environments can be greater than
2 µs one half of the time [6], while the LTE bandwidths that range from 1.4 to 20 MHz
[7, pp. 8] have inverses of only 0.05 to 0.72 µs.
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The equalization task can be considered as a pre-filtering stage for detection, or
as channel shortening [8], in the context of frequency-selective channels, and thus
the receivers making clear distinction between equalization and detection may be
structurally characterized as two-stage receivers, such examples being the ones in
[9, 10, 11]. In this text the term equalizer is used commonly in reference to the prepro-
cessor filter regarding receivers consisting of two distinct stages.

The equalizer–detector connection in two-stage receivers opens a discussion on the
performance and complexity relationship of these receiver elements. For example, a
linear equalizer might have low complexity but weak output quality, while the detector
that follows it could be a nonlinear one, capable of producing near optimal decisions.
In that case it is possible that the detector cannot improve on the result of the equalizer
despite using more time on computation. The balancing of resources used on equaliza-
tion and detection is within the topic of this thesis, and a possible solution is proposed,
accompanied by a study on its bit error rate performance.

To deepen the background on LTE, Chapter 2 gives an overview of the aspirations
behind it, and further concentrates on the uplink with SC-FDMA. In the first section
of Chapter 3, the concept of signal detection in multiple-antenna systems is presented
through various detection algorithms, and in the latter sections the focus is shifted
to equalization under the influence of frequency-selective fading channels. A new
algorithmic contribution to the field of receiver signal processing is suggested and
explained in Chapter 4. Numerical results obtained by the author via computer simu-
lations are the topic of Chapter 5, and further discussion on the subject is continued in
Chapter 6. Chapter 7 is the summarizing and final section of this thesis.
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2. 3GPP LONG TERM EVOLUTION

2.1. Progress Toward Mobile Broadband

The first generation of international mobile telecommunication system was introduced
in the Nordic countries in 1981. The NMT (Nordic Mobile Telephony) system and
other cellular technologies of its time were analog and featured often inconsistent voice
quality and bulky equipment mainly suitable for car travelers. They still managed to
enlarge the market for mobile phones, and in the 1980s the opportunity of standardiz-
ing a digital and truly mobile system was carried forward in the GSM (Global System
for Mobile communications) project in Europe. Started by the European Conference
of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT) and continued in the Euro-
pean Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI), the final GSM standard was built
to use time-division multiple-access (TDMA). The second generation (2G) networks
could support circuit-switched data services and enabled the users to exchange text
messages through SMS (Short Message Service) or use email and other data applica-
tions. Packet data connections in cellular systems were realized in the later half of the
1990s. GSM was also deployed outside Europe and international co-operation for the
3G tightened in respect of a world-wide scale market potential. [12, pp. 4–5]

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) begun the work for 3G in the
1980s, and its radio communication sector (ITU-R) issued the first recommendation
in 1990. A revision followed in 1997, and the evaluation criteria for 3G technologies,
named as IMT-2000 (International Mobile Telecommunications-2000), set the target
data rates for data services. Target peak rate was set as 2 Mbit/s in an indoor en-
vironment, and lower for pedestrian and vehicular environments. In Europe, 3G was
named Universal Mobile Telecommunications Services (UMTS), and research projects
for multiple-access concepts resulted in the inclusion of Wideband CDMA (WCDMA)
and Wideband TDMA. Standardization work on WCDMA was parallel in ETSI and
the Association of Radio Industries and Businesses (ARIB) in Japan, until 1998 when
3GPP was formed, by several standards-developing organizations, and solved the prob-
lem of maintaining development of specifications in several regions. [12, pp. 5–7]

The 3GPP was also put in charge of maintaining and developing GSM/EDGE, in
addition to Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (UTRA) that 3GPP has iterated through
several standard releases [12, pp. 10–11]. Release 5 in March 2002 included HSDPA
and enhancements have been done for subsequent releases [1, pp. 13]. Theoretical data
rates were brought up to 3.6–14 Mbit/s by HSDPA, while HSPA evolution aimed at 21–
168 Mbit/s, and with LTE the data rates were set as high as 150–300 Mbit/s [1, pp. 7].
The first standard release with LTE was Release 8 in 2008, and LTE-Advanced was part
of Release 10 as 3GPP’s candidate submitted to ITU-R IMT-Advanced process, which
is ITU-R’s request for technologies to meet the requirements of the next generation of
wireless networks, with target data rates of up to 1 Gbit/s [1, pp. 14]. LTE-Advanced
was accepted by ITU and became an IMT-Advanced technology in October 2010 [7,
pp. 617].

LTE-Advanced is specified to increase the number of MIMO layers from the LTE
capabilities; for downlink transmission the layers may be doubled from four to eight,
and the uplink may use up to four transmit antennae instead of one. Other additions
include carrier aggregation that enables the use of more bandwidth, support for het-
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erogeneous network deployments, and relaying. Also specified for LTE-Advanced is
backward compatibility with Release 8 LTE networks, an important requirement, since
it enables the LTE user equipment to communicate in upgraded networks, and due to
reusability of components, reduces the implementation and verification costs and min-
imizes inter-operability testing. [7, pp. 618–619]

The motivation behind the evolving 3G is identified in three aspects by Dahlman
et al.: the operators’ goal of staying competitive, better service provisioning, and cost-
effectiveness of both old and new services. The mobile communication systems need
upgrades or replacements to enable the new services that emerge in the wake of the
development in other areas like digital cameras and color displays. The advancements
in digital processors contribute to the lowering of costs and more powerful systems
that can support new services. [12, pp. 15–17]

While the other part of the 3GPP 3G evolution is HSPA Evolution that leverages
on the installed base of equipment and maintains backward compatibility, LTE is the
branch that focuses on new operational arrangements and can take the telecommuni-
cation industry into the 2020s [12, pp. 22].

2.2. LTE Uplink Multiple-Access

The Long Term Evolution systems rely on orthogonal frequency-division multiple-
access (OFDMA) and SC-FDMA for multiple-access in downlink and uplink, respec-
tively, and since the user separation in these methods is orthogonal, the interference
is reduced and network capacity is improved [1, pp. 5]. An important reason to
the choice of SC-FDMA in the uplink is its power efficiency, since the high peak-to-
average power ratio (PAPR) in OFDMA would impose challenges to power amplifier
design and could cause high energy consumption in battery-powered devices [1, pp.
75–76]. Except for the sufficiently low PAPR condition, OFDMA could have met the
requirements of the uplink multiple-access, which include support to a wide range of
data rates, ability to exploit the frequency diversity enabled by the wideband channel,
and support for both frequency-selective scheduling and advanced multiple-antenna
techniques [7, pp. 317–318].

Transmission of data serially at high rates is complicated by the possibility of the
symbol period becoming shorter than the channel delay spread and generating inter-
symbol-interference. Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) functions
on the principle that the serial sequence of data symbols are defined in frequency do-
main and converted to a parallel block the size of the OFDM symbol with N sub-
carriers. This way, the duration of the symbol in each sub-carrier can be significantly
longer than the channel delay spread. The data block is then put through an N -point
inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) resulting in time domain samples, and a cyclic
prefix (CP) is inserted to the front of the block. The CP is a copy of the OFDM
symbol’s tail sequence and it forms a guard interval between successive symbols to
eliminate ISI in frequency-selective channels. The block is ready for transmission af-
ter parallel-to-serial conversion. In OFDM there is only one user receiving the data of
all the sub-carriers, and the extension of OFDM for use in multiuser communication
is OFDMA, in which the destination receiver of each sub-carrier may be in a different
user equipment. [7, pp. 125–139]
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In single-carrier transmission there is only one carrier to be modulated, and in LTE
the carrier phase and amplitude are adjusted by applying quadrature amplitude mod-
ulation (QAM) with desired number of bits per modulation symbol. The frequency-
division multiple-access (FDMA) principle is carried out by assigning different carrier
(sub-carrier) center frequencies to be used by different users. [1, pp. 67]

SC-FDMA is similar to OFDM in that the bandwidth is divided to multiple parallel
sub-carriers, and a cyclic prefix is used for a guard interval between SC-FDMA sym-
bols. The signal modulated onto a given SC-FDMA sub-carrier is a linear combination
of all the data symbols transmitted at the same time instant, whereas in OFDM the data
symbols modulate each sub-carrier directly and independently. All of the SC-FDMA
sub-carriers carry a component of each modulated data symbol and as a consequence
comes about the single-carrier property. [7, pp. 318]

A simplified SC-FDMA signal in frequency and time domains is illustrated in Figure
1 [13], and the OFDMA signal is shown for comparison in Figure 2 [13]. The colored
blocks in the figures may be associated with modulated sub-carriers, and cyclic prefix
duration may vary. The sub-carrier bandwidth in the SC-FDMA signal can be as wide
as the combined bandwidths of the OFDMA sub-carriers, but which, through inverse
Fourier transformation, occupy a longer time interval. Both SC-FDMA and OFDMA
symbols may have the same duration. (SC-FDMA in LTE uplink has a symbol duration
of 66.7 µs, and also the sub-carrier spacing is the same 15 kHz as in the downlink [7,
pp. 322–323].) A more elaborate example can be found in [13].

Figure 1. SC-FDMA signal representation in time and frequency.

The SC-FDMA signal generation in frequency domain can be referred to as dis-
crete Fourier transform-spread-OFDM (DFT-S-OFDM), since DFT is used before sub-
carrier mapping, but then the procedure utilizes an OFDM modulator which is typically
an N -point IFFT operation on zero-padded data. The DFT-S-OFDM procedure is de-
picted in Figure 3 [7, pp. 320], beginning with the serial-to-parallel (S/P) conversion
of the data stream, modulation (QAM), the block-length FFT (DFT spreading), and
sub-carrier mapping. The cyclic prefix is inserted before the data is parallel-to-serial
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Figure 2. OFDMA signal representation in time and frequency.

(P/S) converted for transmission, after which the receiver performs reverse operations
to recover the signal. [7, pp. 320]

In the sub-carrier mapping phase, the choice of localized transmission sets the sub-
carriers of the same user adjacent to each other, whereas the alternative method of
distributed transmission allocates each user’s sub-carriers spread over the block with
equal spacing. By allocating each user a unique set of sub-carriers, the different user
transmissions can maintain orthogonality. [7, pp. 321]

Figure 3. SC-FDMA signal generation (DFT-S-OFDM) and recovery in frequency
domain.

The next chapter gives an account of single-carrier signal reception, beginning with
MIMO flat-fading channels and continuing with frequency-selective fading channels.
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3. EQUALIZATION IN SINGLE-CARRIER MIMO SYSTEMS

3.1. MIMO Detection in Flat-Fading Channels

Emerging communication technologies are expected to achieve higher data rates than
their predecessors [14, 15], and the use of multiple antennae in wireless communica-
tion links has become a significant factor in the efforts to answer these expectations
due to the benefits available over traditional single-antenna communications [4, pp.
1–3]. In consequence of the interest in multidimensional channels, also the means to
detect signals in these circumstances are in demand. In order to broaden the theoret-
ical background, this chapter provides excerpts of literature on MIMO detection with
channel knowledge in the receiver.

Multiple-input multiple-output systems have a number of antennae in both transmit-
ter and receiver ends and offer performance gain through spatial multiplexing: trans-
mitting parallel data streams simultaneously through the antenna array and receiving
them with multiple antennae increases the data rate linearly with the number of paral-
lel channels [5, pp. 323]. The capacity increase of a MIMO Rayleigh fading channel
compared to a single-input single-output (SISO) channel was demonstrated by Fos-
chini and Gans [16], and also by Telatar [17].

Denoting the number of transmit and receive antennae by Nt and Nr respectively,
the Nr × Nt MIMO channel impulse response matrix is commonly modeled as

H =











h11 h12 · · · h1Nt

h21 h22 · · · h2Nt

...
...

. . .
...

hNr1 hNr2 · · · hNrNt











, (1)

where hij is the gain from transmit antenna j to receive antenna i [5, pp. 321]. As
an example, the intersecting signal paths from two transmit antennae to two receive
antennae (in a 2 × 2 MIMO channel) are illustrated in Figure 4 [5, pp. 322]. With

Figure 4. Signal paths in a 2x2 MIMO antenna configuration.
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(·)T denoting transposition operation, the Nr× 1 sample vector y = [y1, y2, . . . , yNr]
T

received through a channel with additive noise is formulated

y = Hx+ n, (2)

where x = [x1, x2, . . . , xNt]
T represents the transmitted Nt × 1 vector with complex

elements xi, and n = [n1, n2, . . . , nNr]
T denotes the Nr × 1 vector of circularly sym-

metric complex additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance N0. More-
over, the signal x is assumed to consist of complex modulation symbols that represent
either binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) or points in a square QAM constellation.

The Sections 3.1.1 through 3.1.5 explain methods that can be used for detection of
signals in flat-fading MIMO channels, and from Section 3.2 onward the point of view
is expanded to frequency-selective channels.

3.1.1. Maximum-Likelihood Detection

In contrast to the capacity advantage, MIMO systems suffer from inter-antenna inter-
ference (IAI), since every receive antenna intercepts multiple data streams originating
from the transmit antennae. The optimum method to recover the samples transmitted
through a noisy channel is by the maximum-likelihood detection (MLD), but the com-
plexity of such a receiver grows exponentially with the number of antennae and the
size of the modulation alphabet (constellation) [4, pp. 186–187]. The ML detection
process requires the minimization

x̂ = argmin
x

‖y −Hx‖2, (3)

in which the detector compares every possible sample combination to the received
vector. The operational complexity of MLD makes it unsuitable for implementation
on many practical MIMO configurations [4, pp. 187], but there are ways to achieve
similar performance with fewer calculations, and such a method, the so called sphere
detection algorithm is detailed in Section 3.1.4.

3.1.2. Zero-Forcing Detection

Receivers based on linear processing can be implemented with low complexity. The
zero-forcing (ZF) preprocessing removes the off-diagonal elements from the processed
channel matrix, and the equation for estimate vector ỹ is

ỹ = H†y, (4)

where (·)† denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse [4, pp. 187]. (For a matrix H

with linearly independent columns, the pseudoinverse is H† = (HH
H)−1HH [18, pp.

495].) Rewriting (4) by substituting (2) gives

ỹ = x+H†n, (5)

which shows that zero-forcing may enhance the noise, and therefore it may lose a sig-
nificant amount of performance compared to the ML detector [14], particularly when
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H is ill-conditioned. However, the ZF receiver uses channel inversion to effectively
force IAI to zero, and enables the detection of each scalar sample of x separately,
instead of a joint (vector) detection, which reduces the computational complexity [14].

3.1.3. Linear MMSE Detection

Linear minimum mean-square error (LMMSE) receiver is formulated as

ỹ =

(

HHH+
N0

Es

I

)−1

HHy, (6)

where (·)H denotes complex-conjugate transpose, N0 is noise variance and Es is the
average energy of one component in signal x, and I is the Nt ×Nt identity matrix [4,
pp. 187]. The LMMSE receiver has better performance than ZF in low signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) conditions, but it approaches ZF when SNR increases [14]. Diminishing
the noise term to zero in (6), obviously turns it into the zero-forcing receiver (4), con-
sidering the pseudoinverse definition. In low-noise conditions the LMMSE loses its
gain over ZF relatively fast, and in nearly singular channels both receivers are almost
useless.

3.1.4. Sphere Detection

To achieve the optimum performance with much lower complexity than that of the
MLD, a sphere detection algorithm (SDA) [19, 20] may be considered. The SDA is a
nonlinear algorithm that works by limiting the full lattice search space of the MLD to
a sphere with radius d containing the optimal solution. The principle was discovered
and refined by Fincke and Pohst [21, 22], as the sphere decoder for finding the shortest
vector in a lattice, and introduced for space-time processing in [23] by Damen et al.,
as referred by Hochwald and ten Brink [19]. The following description of the sphere
detection algorithm is mostly extracted from the works [20] and [24, pp. 302–321].

The so called integer least-squares problem (3), that the MLD optimally solves,
can be geometrically interpreted as a square multidimensional lattice, in which the
minimum distance to a vector is searched. The search space is often a (finite, and
even discrete) subset of an infinite integer lattice [20], and the Nt-dimensional lattice
is spanned by vectors running through the possible integer values of x. The entries of
x are assumed to be points of a QAM constellation, and thus, the lattice is spanned by
a PAM (pulse amplitude modulation) constellation in each dimension [24].

The vector Hx spans a skewed lattice, from which the finding of the closest point
to y is the least-squares problem in Euclidean sense [20]. Figure 5 [24] illustrates
the geometry of the lattice, represented by the black spots, in which the least-squares
solution is encircled along with the gray spot that represents the observation y. The
idea of sphere detection is to include in the search only the portion of the lattice within
a certain radius (highlighted with black hatching in the figure). The solution is exact,
since it is equivalent to the optimal solution found by maximum-likelihood evaluation.
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Figure 5. The idea of sphere detection in the geometric interpretation of the least-
squares problem.

The question of how the certain points inside a sphere can be found without an
exhaustive search is answered by the sphere decoder’s view on a vector one layer at a
time. The general idea is to look at a one-dimensional sphere, in which case the sphere
reduces to the endpoints of an interval and finding of the included points is trivial
[20]. The next layer, and following higher ones, are found similarly by considering an
interval with the same radius, and adding the new coordinates to the vector.

The sphere detector can be modified to cope with complex-valued constellations, as
shown in [19], but the switch to an equivalent real-valued model from (2) can be done
in the detector for computational reasons. Transformation of the complex channel
matrix H to the 2Nr × 2Nt real equivalent channel H is done by separating the real
and imaginary parts and setting

H =

[

ℜ{H} −ℑ{H}
ℑ{H} ℜ{H}

]

,

and with corresponding vectors

y =

[

ℜ{y}
ℑ{y}

]

,x =

[

ℜ{x}
ℑ{x}

]

,n =

[

ℜ{n}
ℑ{n}

]

,

the real-valued equivalent channel model becomes

y = Hx+ n. (7)

One problem that the SDA does not address, is the choice of a radius that guarantees
a lattice point inside the sphere, yet not containing so many points that the computa-
tional savings over MLD become negligible. The choice of the sphere radius is not
implied by the algorithm, but one solution is to use the distance between the Babai
estimate (zero-forcing estimate) x̂B and the received vector y, that guarantees at least
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one point (x̂B) inside the sphere [20]. In terms of a constraining radius, a lattice point
Hx lies inside a sphere with radius d centered around x if and only if

d2 ≥ ‖y −Hx‖2. (8)

An important step in the SDA is the QR factorization of the channel H (or Cholesky
decomposition of HHH) that enables, via the resulting upper triangular matrix, the
subproblem examination in a lower dimensional sphere. Assuming the model where
m = 2Nt and l = 2Nr, the QR-decomposition (QRD) of the l ×m matrix H is

H = Q

[

R̆

0(l−m)×m

]

, (9)

where Q =
[

Q1 Q2

]

is an l × l orthogonal matrix and R̆ is m×m upper triangular
matrix. The inequality (8) can then be written as

d2 ≥ ‖y −
[

Q1 Q2

]

[

R̆

0

]

x‖2 = ‖QH
1 y − R̆x‖2 + ‖QH

2 y‖
2,

or
d2 − ‖QH

2 y‖
2 ≥ ‖QH

1 y − R̆x‖2. (10)

Defining z = QH
1 y and d′2 = d2 − ‖QH

2 y‖
2 allows rewriting

d′2 ≥
m
∑

i=1

(

zi −
m
∑

j=1

ri,jxj

)2

, (11)

where ri,j denote entries (i, j) of R̆. Since the matrix R̆ is upper triangular, the above
equation can be expanded as

d′2 ≥ (zm − rm,mxm)
2 + (zm−1 − rm−1,mxm − rm−1,m−1xm−1)

2 + . . . , (12)

where the first term depends only on xm and the second term on xm and xm−1 and so
on. A necessary condition for Hx to lie inside a sphere is that d′2 ≥ (zm− rm,mxm)

2,
or equivalently xm belongs to the interval

⌈

−d′ + zm
rm,m

⌉

≤ xm ≤

⌊

d′ + zm
rm,m

⌋

, (13)

where ⌈·⌉ denotes rounding towards nearest larger element in the PAM constellation
and ⌊·⌋ denotes rounding to the nearest smaller element. A stronger necessary condi-
tion can be found by defining d′2m−1 = (zm−rm,mxm)

2 and zm−1|m = zm−1−rm−1,mxm

and looking at the first two terms in (12), which leads to xm−1 being bounded by the
interval

⌈

−d′m−1 + zm−1|m
rm−1,m−1

⌉

≤ xm−1 ≤

⌊

d′m−1 + zm−1|m
rm−1,m−1

⌋

. (14)

Writing of boundaries for xm−2 and further samples may be done by continuing simi-
larly.

In summary, the sphere detection algorithm can be written formally:
Input: Q =

[

Q1 Q2

]

, R̆,y, z = QH
1 y, d.
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1. Set k = m, d
′2
m = d2 − ‖QH

2 y‖
2.

2. (Bounds for xk) Set UB(k) =
⌊

d′
k
+zk|k+1

rk,k

⌋

, xk =
⌈

−d′
k
+zk|k+1

rk,k

⌉

− 1.

3. (Increase xk) xk = xk + 1; if xk ≤ UB(k) go to 5, else go to 4.

4. (Increase k) k = k + 1; if k = m+ 1 terminate algorithm, else go to 3.

5. (Decrease k) If k = 1 go to 6, else set k = k − 1, zk|k+1 = zk −
∑m

j=k+1 rk,jxj ,

d
′2
k = d

′2
k+1 − (zk+1|k+2 − rk+1,k+1xk+1)

2, and go to 2.

6. Solution found. Save x and its distance from y, d
′2
m − d

′2
1 + (z1 − r1,1x1)

2, and
go to 3.

Note that the subscript k|k + 1 in zk|k+1 is used to denote an adjusted version of the
received signal zk, calculated in step 5

zk|k+1 = zk −
m
∑

j=k+1

rk,jxj ,

where the previously estimated components xk+1, . . . , xm are taken into account.
Despite having the advantage of achieving the same results as MLD faster, the draw-

back with SDA is that it can still be very expensive in computation time. The next tech-
nique for introduction is the so called group detection, that can trade off performance
for complexity reduction by dividing the detection problem into independent groups.

3.1.5. Group Detection

One approach to receiver algorithm design, with reasonable complexity and perfor-
mance, is the transformation of the MIMO channel matrix into a block-diagonal form
through linear processing before applying nonlinear detection. Group detection (GD),
the selection of sub-streams in multiple-antenna systems via linear preprocessing fol-
lowed by maximum-likelihood detection, was first introduced by Varanasi in [25] for
multiuser detector design for code-division multiple-access (CDMA) channels, and
generalized to MIMO detection by Li et al. [26] as the channel-based adaptive group
detection (AGD).

The conventional group detector, AGD [26], uses linear projection to form a block-
diagonal equivalent MIMO channel by simply suppressing (zero-forcing) the inter-
ference of non-principal diagonal blocks while minimizing noise amplification. To
achieve better performance, the more recent works [27, 28] have attempted to further
minimize the inter-block interference plus noise.

The first step of AGD is the grouping of antennae, or group selection (GS), which
is based on channel correlation. Other criteria previously used for selection of the
channel sub-groups include signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) maximiza-
tion [28] and achievable sum rate of the groupings [27]. For groups formed in the
transmitter side with rate allocation, the diversity gain versus spatial multiplexing rate
trade-off was studied in [29, 30]. Multistage group detection [31] performs MLD
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group-by-group and combines the best candidates from the groups for the next stage,
where MLD is applied to larger groups. Performance improvement for GD with over-
lapping groups by post-ML search selection methods based on minimum Euclidean
distances was proposed in [32]. The use of the real-valued equivalent channel model
is considered in [27] to enable interference processing on component level before re-
ceiver group-wise detection.

The detailed steps of the AGD algorithm [26] begin with GS that uses the knowledge
of the channel to calculate the correlation matrix

R = HHH, (15)

where a diagonal element ri,i is the matched filter output for ith antenna and other
elements ri,j represent the interference. The highest ratios of the squared absolute
values |ri,j|2/|rj,j|2 determine which antennas are included in the ith group.

For a simple antenna ordering case (numerical ordering starting from the first an-
tenna and continuing through all the groups), the interference suppression is designed
in the form of a projection matrix P such that

PH = D, (16)

where
D = diag{D1,D2, · · · } (17)

is a block-diagonal matrix with square sub-blocks Di of size K1 ×K1 and K2 ×K2,
and so on, corresponding with the antenna groupings. The linear subspace projector
for the first group (omitting the subscript of notation K1) is then a K ×Nr matrix

P1 = (QK)
−1(R−1)[1:K,:]H

H, (18)

where QK is the K ×K principal submatrix of R−1 and (R−1)[1:K,:] denotes the first
K rows of R−1.

The projector P1 operates on the Nr × 1 received vector y, and the resulting K × 1
vector ỹK after the processing is

ỹK = P1y (19)

= (QK)
−1(R−1)[1:K,:]H

Hy (20)

= (QK)
−1(R−1)[1:K,:]H

H(Hx+ n) (21)

= (QK)
−1xK +w, (22)

where xK is the first K signal components of x and

w = P1n (23)

is the K-dimensional complex additive Gaussian noise vector. At this point the noise
is not white, but has zero-mean and covariance matrix

Rww = E{wwH} = N0P1P
H
1 = N0(QK)

−1. (24)
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In the case in question the first K antennae are ordered in the first group, and the
square sub-block is D1 = (QK)

−1. Hence, the ML detection decision for antenna 1 is
x̂1 = x̂K(1) which can be found by examining the minimization

x̂K = arg min
xK

zHRww

−1z = arg min
xK

zHQKz, (25)

where z = ỹK − (QK)
−1xK , in the presence of colored noise. The elements of x are

assumed to have been drawn from a complex constellation, and the detection decision
is made accordingly. Simultaneous detection for other antennae can be obtained if their
individually designed groups coincide.

As an alternative to (25), the noise can be made white, and x̂K detected with a
method designed to process input contaminated by white noise, like sphere detection.
To whiten the zero-mean colored noise in (23), its covariance matrix (24) should be
transformed to N0I, which denotes a diagonal matrix with non-zero elements equal to
noise variance.

The discussion on group detection is continued in Section 4.1, but before that, brief
introductions are given about the equalization of SISO and MIMO frequency-selective
channels with the help of a cyclic prefix.

3.2. Equalization of SISO Channels in Cyclic Prefixed Systems

Waveform propagation in an environment with scatterers results in arrival of copies of
the signal at varying intervals. This induces inter-symbol interference at the receiver,
as a past sample gets added to the recently received one. In discrete multitone (DMT)
(and SC-FDMA) systems a guard interval with cyclic prefix is inserted in the transmit
sequence to provide resistance against ISI between transmitted blocks of data [8], and
to ease the application of equalization.

The use of the tail samples of a block as its prefix makes the last samples of the
block depend only on the input samples in the same block, thus removing inter-block
interference (IBI), and also the convolution between the channel filter h and the signal
x appears as circular convolution [2, pp. 255]. Mathematically, the received symbol
y[k] at time instant k is

y[k] = h[k]⊛ x[k] + n[k], (26)

where n[k] is the additive noise term. The circular convolution can be represented by
matrix multiplication [2, pp. 261–262]. The signal vector is multiplied by a cyclic
convolution matrix (a circulant matrix), which is formed from the channel impulse
response by zero-padding it to block length N and concatenating appropriately shifted
versions. The CP needs to be discarded by the receiver first, but the signal model in a
matrix form is then











y[0]
y[1]

...
y[N − 1]











=











h[0] 0 · · · h[1]
h[1] h[0] · · · h[2]

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · h[0]





















x[0]
x[1]

...
x[N − 1]











+











n[0]
n[1]

...
n[N − 1]











. (27)
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The usual MIMO detection techniques can be used to equalize the SISO channel
represented above, since the equivalent model is in the same form as (2)

y = Hx+ n.

The block length however, can be on the order of thousands in practical applications
like the 3GPP LTE [12, pp. 48] and the circulant matrices also become huge, restricting
the amount of usable MIMO methods in the equivalent model (27). On the other
hand, resulting from its circulant nature, such a channel matrix can be diagonalized
by the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix [2, pp. 262–263], or its eigenvalues
can be obtained efficiently by utilizing the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and inverted in
frequency domain, which reduces the complexity of channel inverse construction for
equalization.

3.3. MIMO Detection in Frequency-Selective Fading Channels

As a direct expansion of the SISO model (26), the frequency-selective fading MIMO
channel model with cyclic-prefixed transmission is

yk =
L−1
∑

l=0

Hlx(k−l)modN + nk, (28)

where the Nr × 1 vectors yk and nk represent the received symbols and noise at
time instant k. The matrix Hl is the MIMO channel matrix composed of impulse
response taps between the transmit and receive antennae in the same form as (1), with
the subscript l referring specifically to the lth channel from the past, and the total
channel length is denoted by L. The transmitted symbols are represented by Nt × 1
vectors x(k−l)modN , where the modulo indexing is due to the presence of the cyclic
prefix.

The summation and multiplication in the above model correspond to circular convo-
lution, and the model can then be rewritten, in terms of a huge block-circulant matrix,
as a memoryless MIMO model (y = Hx+ n). This new model is formed by stacking
the time-indexed column vectors and channel matrices as











y0

y1
...

yN−1











=











H0 0 · · · H1

H1 H0 · · · H2
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · H0





















x0

x1
...

xN−1











+











n0

n1
...

nN−1











. (29)

The above circular channel model with such vast dimensions as Nt × N may be, is
probably impractical to be handled by a nonlinear detector, but for a block-circulant
matrix an efficient inversion in frequency domain [33, 34] is possible.

The next section gives an overview of a receiver designed specifically for single-
carrier cyclic prefixed MIMO transmission.
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3.4. MMSE Equalization Followed by ML Detection

A modern MIMO receiver can be realized in two stages, first being equalization and
the second detection. The two-stage MIMO receiver structure in [11] utilizes MMSE
filtering in frequency domain to suppress ISI within a transmission block, and applies
sphere detection for separation of antenna streams.

In the two-stage receiver, the MMSE filter acts as a channel shortening equalizer
(CSE), which refers to the concept of impulse response shortening [8, 35] as a means to
transform a channel with memory (of the previously transmitted symbols) to a shorter
one with the aim to reduce processing overhead. Since equalization changes noise
variance, the noise should be spatially whitened prior to sphere detection, or otherwise
the detection algorithm should be able to cope with colored noise during its distance
calculations [11].

The two-stage receiver essentially performs MMSE equalization after CP removal
and then selects a group that consists of a MIMO symbol vector received at one time
instant. This method of group selection is simpler than in AGD, since there is no need
to sort the symbols when assembling groups. In contrast to the GS method of AGD that
suggests building individual groups for every data symbol, the groups of the two-stage
receiver are formed always with the elements in fixed locations and also detected in
these non-overlapping groups. The assumed time invariance inside a block means that
each MIMO vector encounters the same channel, and the receiver may take advantage
on the unchanged equivalent channel.

A method of MIMO equalization with similarities to both AGD and a two-stage
receiver is given as a novel algorithm in the following chapter.
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4. MIMO EQUALIZATION WITH GROUP DETECTION

4.1. The Group Detection Algorithm with MMSE Equalization

The concept of group detection was introduced in Section 3.1.5. The original group
detector, or AGD, used a zero-forcing approach to separate the interference from the
group, and also the other references [27, 28] have concentrated on flat-fading MIMO
channels, thus not addressing the situation present in LTE-Advanced uplink, which
is challenged by frequency-selective fading. The linear MMSE can be demonstrated
to perform better than AGD in many circumstances of frequency-selective channels
(at the most likely signal-to-noise ratio situations), and an effective group detection
algorithm should use the advantage that MMSE design offers over zero-forcing.

The MMSE-based group detection algorithm is described next, and the complexity
of its implementation is the issue of the next section.

At first, MMSE equalization is performed on the received signal, the MIMO vector
y = Hx+ n, by multiplying it with

H‡ =

(

HHH+
N0

Es

I

)−1

HH (30)

to get the equalized vector

z = H‡y = H‡(Hx+ n) = H‡Hx+H‡n = Jx+w. (31)

Note that the matrix inversion in Equation (30) needs to be computed once per block
and a circular matrix can be inverted via FFT. The equalized channel matrix J = H‡H

is also calculated for the current block.
The K best correlating antennae are selected to the group g for the ith antenna in the

same way as described in [26] and Section 3.1.5: by calculating R = HHH, choosing
the greatest of |ri,j|2/|rj,j|2, and adding antennae to the group until it is full. Since the
group size K is a deciding factor in determining the group detector complexity and
performance, the algorithm can be adapted to different values of K.

The K rows associated with the group g form a sub-matrix of (30), H‡
g, which is

used to preprocess y to get the sub-vector

zg = H‡
gy = H‡

g(Hx+ n) = H‡
gHx+H‡

gn = Jgx+wg, (32)

or equivalently the elements of zg are picked from equation (31). The noise term wg

is not white and extra interference is caused by the MMSE equalization. In the simple
case, where the first K antennae belong to g and the other antennae to the residual
interfering group r, the sub-matrix form of (31) can be written as

[

zg
zr

]

=

[

Jgg Jgr

Jrg Jrr

] [

xg

xr

]

+

[

wg

wr

]

, (33)

where the subscript gg denotes channel elements associated with the group g only, and
gr denotes the elements involving also the interference. From a group detection point
of view, the interesting part of (33) after matrix multiplication is

zg = Jggxg + Jgrxr +wg, (34)
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which shows clearly that there is interference and noise added to the group. Denoting
the interference plus noise vector as

m = Jgrxr +wg = Jgrxr +H‡
gn, (35)

a whitening filter Wg for the group g can be computed by evaluating the autocorrela-
tion matrix

Rmm = E{mmH} = E{(Jgrxr +wg)(Jgrxr +wg)
H}

= JgrJ
H
gr +

N0

Es

H‡
g(H

‡
g)

H (36)

and its eigenvalue decomposition (EVD)

Rmm = EΛEH. (37)

With matrix E containing the eigenvectors and the diagonal of Λ consisting of the
eigenvalues of Rmm, the whitening filter matrix is

Wg = Λ−1/2EH, (38)

and the whitened equivalent channel model prior to sphere detection is

Wgzg = WgJggxg +Wgm, (39)

or more compactly
z′g = J′ggxg +m′. (40)

4.2. Implementation Considerations and Complexity

The most of algorithmic complexity in GD comes from the detection, and therefore a
rough estimate of the overall complexity of group detection may be given as the worst
case complexity of sphere detection, which in turn follows the exponential complexity
of ML detection. Assuming that the received number of symbols in one block is NtN ,
the maximum-likelihood detector would have a detection complexity of O(|A|NtN),
where |A| denotes the size of modulation alphabet (|A| = 2q, q being the number of
bits in modulation symbols) [4, pp. 187].

An approximation of MLD can be achieved with a tail-biting trellis-based BCJR
receiver [36], with which the complexity may be reduced to O(N |A|NtM), where M
is the length of the channel memory. A two-stage receiver algorithm (Section 3.4)
has a complexity of O(N |A|Nt), and the group detector’s complexity may be stated
as O(NtN |A|

K), where K is the group size. Linear MMSE equalization complexity
depends on the matrix inversion and multiplication, and is therefore roughly O(N3

t N
3),

albeit the use of FFT [37] for these operations on a block-circulant matrix can reduce
the complexity to O(N2

t N logN) [34].
In addition to algorithmic complexity, the group detector may be described with

overall computational complexity including the signal processing overhead with linear
filtering, group selection, and sphere detection (SD). The expected complexity of SD
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in MIMO detection was found to be polynomial for small constellations and often
roughly cubic [38], and it depends on modulation alphabet size |A|, group size K and
SNR. As an independent part of the receiver the SD may be implemented with a choice
of several algorithms of varying complexity and performance. A more detailed look at
the computational and operational complexity of the proposed group detector is given
in the following.

Considering the original flat-fading MIMO problem, the group detector is defined
here as the steps of computation through the execution of the algorithm described in
Section 4.1. These successive (or possibly parallel) steps are required to produce an
estimate of a MIMO symbol vector component (modulation symbol, or data symbol),
and each step has some operational complexity. Since multiplications, additions and
comparisons are the dominant operations in MIMO detectors [39], they may be used
as indicators for real or hypothetical implementation complexity. The number of oper-
ations necessary, in the execution of the different steps in an example implementation
of group detection for one data symbol, are itemized and summarized in Table 1. An
inverse square root operation is assumed in place of division, since it is less expensive
to implement [39], and multiplication is substituted for squaring. For the complex-
ity of QRD and matrix inversion (for computing H‡), [39] was used as a reference,
wherein both operations were based on the modified Gram-Schmidt procedure. Instead
of the block-circulant model of the frequency-selective MIMO channel, a frequency-
flat Nt × Nt MIMO channel is assumed, and the group is selected for one symbol
only.

Table 1. The number of operations in group detection
multiplications additions inverse square roots comparisons

R N3
t N3

t −N2
t

GS 4Nt − 2 Nt Nt − 1 (K − 1)(Nt −
K
2
)

H‡ 5N3
t + 2N2

t 5N3
t +Nt Nt

+Nt +
∑Nt−1

j=0 j2

+
∑Nt−1

j=0 j2 + j

z N2
t N2

t −Nt

J N3
t N3

t −N2
t

Rmm (2Nt + 1)K2 (2Nt − 1)K2

−K3 −K3

Wg K3 K3 −K2 K
z′g K2 K2 −K

J′gg K3 K3 −K2

QRD 2K3 + 2K2 2K3 + 2K2 K

Table 1 does not include the EVD of the K × K matrix Rmm, that is required for
noise whitening, or the actual SD algorithm as the last step of GD. The EVD can be
efficiently calculated by using the QR iteration with double shift (Francis shift, [40])
to get the eigenvalues and solving the matrix eigenvector problem [41, pp. 218–222],
which indicates that the complexity of computing an EVD is likely a multiple of that of
a QRD (by the number of iterations). For the implementation of the SD there are sev-
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eral choices, and a comparison of programmable detector implementations, including
a K-best list sphere detector, can be found in [39].

An approximate time invariance of the channel is a prerequisite for accurate block-
wise processing, and controlling the block size N helps to achieve this requirement [12,
pp. 70]. It is assumed that during one transmission block, the channel does not change,
and it can be utilized to drop the receiver complexity. The two-stage receiver [11] can
exploit the fact that each transmitted MIMO vector encounters the same channel; the
observed (whitened) MIMO channel in the SD input remains unchanged during the
block. The group detector, however, has a more advanced method for group selection
and the creation of the equivalent channel. The groups in AGD are circular shifts of
each other, and hence there is periodicity in their equivalent channels that should be
investigated for efficient implementation of group detectors.

The next chapter gives an overview of the channel models involved in the testing of
group detection, and shows the results on how well a group detector can perform when
put in competition with the methods presented in earlier chapters.
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5. NUMERICAL PERFORMANCE EXAMPLES

5.1. Channel Models and Parameters

To find out if the new group detection design could fulfill the expectation of improving
on other equalization methods’ performance, and by how much, a series of bit error
rate (BER) performance tests were set up in computer-simulated SISO and MIMO
frequency-selective channels. The simulator was written as a part of the thesis work,
and had a MATLAB script acting as the main program with customizable parameters
and optional receiver methods. The receivers, in addition to the sphere detector and the
modulator/demodulator, were implemented as m-file functions callable from the main
script during the Monte Carlo simulation loops.

The simulated channels were assumed to be quasi-static and remain constant during
the transmission of the block of N + LCP symbols (MIMO vectors). The CP length
(LCP ) used was the same as the channel length L, to provide sufficient guard band.
Channel coding was not implemented. The channels were modeled as tapped delay
line filters and applied using built-in MATLAB functions. The data modulation ap-
plied on random integer source signals during simulation was BPSK, mainly for SISO
transmission, and QAM with Gray encoding for MIMO transmission.

A variety of different channel conditions were modeled, with perfect channel esti-
mation assumed, i.e., the receiver used knowledge of the original channel to construct
the circular model for processing. The Rayleigh fading channel had L = 5 sample-
spaced random zero-mean complex Gaussian taps with no power adjustment other than
mean power normalization. A fixed, severely frequency-selective fading channel was
devised for testing of SISO simulations and group detection performance. The fixed
channel had five taps, and its impulse and magnitude responses are introduced in the
next section.

The selection of the simulation parameters and additional channels followed the
guidelines of the decisions made by 3GPP about link level simulations and published
in [42]. The Ricean fading channel was created by taking the parameters of the 3GPP
Pedestrian A channel in the presence of line-of-sight (LOS) path and using MATLAB
communication toolbox function ricianchan. The Ricean K-factor of 6 dB corresponds
to a 233 m distance between the transmitter and the receiver, and affects the relative
amplitudes of the LOS and other multipath components. The Pedestrian B channel taps
were extracted from the function stdchan in the same toolbox and placed, according
to the 3GPP’s documented delay profile, among zero taps to generate the full length
channel.

The channel path delays and relative path powers are listed in Table 2 for Ricean
and Pedestrian B channels. The path delays determine the channel length in taps
when sample timing is fixed. The sample timing was derived from LTE that has fixed
sample rate for certain bandwidth due to sub-carrier spacing being always 15 kHz:
A 10 MHz channel bandwidth corresponds to 1024-point FFT block (N = 1024) and
a sample rate of fs = 15.36 MHz [43]. (For N = 256, the bandwidth is 2.5 MHz
and fs = 3.84 MHz.) System delays were omitted and the mobile transmitter speeds,
Doppler shifts and topology features such as the angle of arrival were not modeled.
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Table 2. Parameters for Ricean and Pedestrian B channels
path delays (ns) relative power (dB)

Ricean 0, 0, 110, 190, 410 0.0, -6.51, -16.21, -25.71, -29.31
Pedestrian B 0, 200, 800, 1200, 2300, 3700 0.0, -0.9, -4.9, -8.0, -7.8, -23.9

5.2. Simulations in SISO Channels

In this section, numerical examples are presented to demonstrate the group detector’s
bit error rate performance in single-input single-output channels with uncoded BPSK
transmission. The K-number in the legend used in figures denotes the group size used
in the group detectors, and the notation K = 1 is visible with the ZF and MMSE since
their performance is equivalent to a corresponding group detector with the group size
of one. In the figure legend, GD-MMSE relates to the group detection based on MMSE
equalization, and AGD denotes the adaptive group detection.

An example of a severely frequency-selective channel, the fixed test channel with
impulse response h =

[

1, 0, 0, 0, 0.95
]

is given in the form of its magnitude
response in Figure 6. This channel has deep nulls in its spectrum, which means that
equalization by the inversion of the channel can greatly amplify the noise coefficients.
Equalization using group detectors and BER performance comparison to the zero-

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0

0.5

1

1.5

|H(ejω)|

Normalized frequency (ω)

Figure 6. Magnitude response |H(ejω)| of the test channel with impulse response
h = [1, 0, 0, 0, 0.95].

forcing (ZF) and linear MMSE (LMMSE) equalizers in the fixed test channel is plotted
in Figure 7. The frequency-domain zero-forcing equalizer is expected to work poorly
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and this is confirmed by the curve that does not reach the BER level of 10−3 before the
SNR point of 20 dB, but the best performing methods can be seen to reach it within
15 dB. The zero-forcing based group detector (AGD) does not work very well either
compared to the LMMSE equalizer, that is more feasible than AGD with group size
K = 3. The AGD is depending on a zero-forcing method and the channel is equalized
by its inversion, which causes the spectral nulls to increase noise and reduce detection
performance. The group detector based on MMSE equalization (GD-MMSE) with
group size K = 2 has an approximate advantage of 1.5 dB over LMMSE, and the use
of K = 3 increases this gap to 3 dB. The use of a yet larger group does not have any
additional benefit.
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Figure 7. Equalization performance of group detectors in the SISO fixed test channel,
BPSK, N = 256, L = 5.

The numerical BER performance of the receivers in a frequency-selective Rayleigh
fading channel is given in Figure 8. Clearly the worst performers are ZF and AGD
with small groups (K = 2, K = 3), and LMMSE is only bested by AGD with K = 4.
The GD-MMSE receivers manage 1–3 dB better than LMMSE in this Rayleigh fading
scenario.

The performance in a Ricean fading channel was simulated with a Pedestrian A type
channel model with a constantly present LOS path and six weaker propagation paths
(L = 7). The Ricean K-factor which models the power of the LOS component was
Kr = 6 dB and the channel tap delays were adjusted to the block size of N = 1024
that matches the sampling rate of fs = 15.36 MHz. The numerical result is presented
in Figure 9. All the BER curves are close to each other in the presence of a strong
line-of-sight multi-path component. The GD-MMSE does not perform significantly
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Figure 8. Equalization performance of group detectors in SISO Rayleigh fading chan-
nel, BPSK, N = 256, L = 5.

better than LMMSE, but depending on the value of K, 1–2 dB can be gained when
approaching the BER level of 10−3 and a 20 dB signal-to-noise ratio.

The simulated performance of the group detectors in equalization of a Pedestrian B
type SISO channel is shown in Figure 10. The Pedestrian B is a test channel selected
by 3GPP for link level modeling, and it has six propagation paths and a large delay
spread. In the simulation scenario the channel length spans L = 58 taps, as the block
size is N = 1024 and sampling rate fs = 15.36 MHz. In this channel even the best
of the AGD (K = 4) performs worse than LMMSE, but GD-MMSE can beat the
performance of LMMSE by 1 dB with K = 2 and by 2 dB with K = 4.

5.3. Simulations in MIMO Channels

The MIMO simulations presented in this section include, in addition to the receivers
introduced previously, a two-stage receiver that features MMSE-equalization followed
by sphere detection (as discussed in section 3.4) and is dubbed as MMSE+SD in the
figure legend. The SD stage detects one MIMO vector at a time and its performance in
this context is optimal (equivalent to a maximum-likelihood detector).

The frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel used in the MIMO simulations had
length L = 5 and was simulated for block size N = 256 with CP length LCP = 5.
Uncoded BPSK simulation in the Rayleigh fading channel with 2 × 2 MIMO con-
figuration is shown in Figure 11. The BER performances of the linear methods (ZF,
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Figure 9. Equalization performance of group detectors in SISO Ricean fading channel,
BPSK, N = 1024, L = 7, Kr = 6.
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Figure 10. Equalization performance of group detectors in SISO Pedestrian B type
channel, BPSK, N = 1024, L = 58.
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MMSE) and AGD (K = 2) seem to be close to their performance in the SISO Rayleigh
simulation (Figure 8), but the spatial correlation available in MIMO transmission gives
the group detectors with bigger groups more advantage. In the multiple-antenna sim-
ulation the maximum group size was increased to K = 6, with the consequences of
longer processing time but visible performance improvement of almost 1 dB by each
increase. The GD-MMSE with K = 2 was clearly 2 dB better than MMSE at 10−3

BER level, and (with the same group size) the MMSE+SD had a 1.5 dB improvement
on the MMSE receiver. The AGD (K = 4) can barely reach the performance of MMSE
in the simulation that ended before 15 dB.
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Figure 11. Equalization performance of group detectors in 2 × 2 MIMO Rayleigh
fading channel, BPSK, N = 256, L = 5.

The use of higher modulation alphabet size increases data rate, but it results in
smaller distances between constellation points and thus increases error probability. The
higher error frequency of 4-QAM over BPSK in a Rayleigh fading channel with 2× 2
MIMO can be observed by comparing Figure 12 to the previous one. With 4-QAM, the
best performing GD-MMSE detector achieves BER of 10−3 at about 10 dB, whereas
with BPSK it only takes 8 dB, that is almost a 2 dB difference between modulation
methods.

Increasing the number of antennae in a MIMO system increases channel capacity.
The simulation result of 4× 4 MIMO configuration in a Rayleigh fading channel with
4-QAM modulation is shown in Figure 13. In general, it seems that the MMSE-based
detectors are benefiting from additional antennae more than the AGD in comparison to
the 2× 2 MIMO case in the previous figure. At BER level of 10−3 the group detector
(GD-MMSE) seems to save roughly 1.5 dB in signal strength when switching from
K = 2 to K = 3. The two stage receiver (MMSE+SD) also has similar performance
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Figure 12. Equalization performance of group detectors in 2 × 2 MIMO Rayleigh
fading channel, 4-QAM, N = 256, L = 5.

to GD-MMSE (K = 3) but actually processes a group of four antennae. The increase
of the group size to K = 4 makes a difference of about 1 dB in SNR, but then the
improvement diminishes with each increment of K. This makes sense since the best
correlation information is used first in the group selection and subsequently added
antennae/symbols have less impact on improving detection reliability.

The Pedestrian B channel for a MIMO configuration of 2×2 antennae was simulated
with block size N = 1024 and Figure 14 shows the results of zero-forcing, MMSE,
the two-stage receiver and both group detectors with group sizes K = 2 and K = 4.
Expectedly, the GD-MMSE performs best, and has a 2 dB difference between its ver-
sions with K = 4 and K = 2. The MMSE+SD loses only about 0.5 dB to GD-MMSE
with K = Nt = 2, and performs 2 dB better than MMSE. The AGD (K = 4) can only
catch up with MMSE after the SNR of 15 dB.

The performance comparison of MMSE, MMSE+SD and GD-MMSE in equaliza-
tion of Pedestrian B channel in 4×4 MIMO using 4-QAM is given in Figure 15. Here,
the relations between the curves are not much different from the previous figure, as the
group detector with K = 2 yields a 2 dB improvement over MMSE, but the higher
number of antennae accounts for an overall saving of 2 dB as well. The four-element
grouping enables GD-MMSE (K = 4) to reach the BER level of 10−3 at least 2 dB
earlier than with the choice of grouping with K = 2. The two-stage receiver also uses
a grouping of four antennae and seems to achieve a performance curve that is roughly
0.5 dB behind the best group detector.

The discovered performance of group detection and its influence on engineering
research and practice are discussed further in the next chapter.
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Figure 13. Equalization performance of group detectors in 4 × 4 MIMO Rayleigh
fading channel, 4-QAM, N = 256, L = 5.
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Figure 14. Equalization performance of group detectors in 2× 2 MIMO Pedestrian B
type channel, 4-QAM, N = 1024, L = 58.
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6. DISCUSSION

The goal of achieving reasonable complexity–performance balancing for MIMO equal-
ization was proposed with the combination of LMMSE and group detection, and tested
in the form of computer simulations, replicating possible circumstances in simplified
base station receivers in LTE and LTE-Advanced systems.

The BER performance examples obtained and presented above show that a receiver
employing equalization by group detection may be a good choice in equalization of
MIMO channels, for which it was designed, and also has potential for equalization
of SISO frequency-selective channels. As the results suggest that group detection can
offer advantages over other designs, there are good reasons to run accurate simulations
with more features that have impact on performance, like channel coding and the use
of higher order modulations.

A fundamental factor affecting processing time and performance is the size of the
groups, and the upper limits of K for MIMO communication might only be reached
with hardware growing more powerful, since ultimately the complexity limit can ap-
proach that of an ML detector. Efforts to improve the efficiency of the group detector
could include a more channel aware design; reduction of complexity can be achieved
by taking into account the block-wise time invariance. If the whitening and equivalent
channel matrices reoccur in a distinguishable pattern, depending for instance on the
channel or noise properties, significant savings in computation are possible.

A more advanced design could also reduce computation by detecting some MIMO
symbols in secondary groups, instead of their individual groups. It would be simplest
with K = 2, and the impact on performance could be measured against the optimal
choice and weighed with the savings in processing time.

As already implied in [26], it is also possible to direct the group detector to use
varying group sizes, changing K even within a block. For example, some symbols
could be detected in groups of K symbols and the rest in groups of K − 1, which
would allow more flexibility in terms of group size. Since the complexity increase is
exponential with K, there might be instances where a "fractional" increase of K could
help to optimize the use of available processing power.

Further research could be directed in seeking even better BER performance by revis-
ing the theory and improving the GD algorithm itself. A detailed complexity estimation
as part of pursuing a hardware implementation might be another important addition to
this subject. However, the group detector could be engineered on existing hardware,
since the already established and well-studied components of LMMSE equalizers and
sphere detectors could be reused as building blocks for a GD implementation.

After its introduction, the MMSE-based group detection may grow to be a welcome
addition to engineers’ toolboxes, improving the equalization performance in single-
carrier systems. The algorithm is already formulated in a concise collection of equa-
tions and has room for choices of implementation, so it may also deserve some credit
for not being an overly complicated design. In general, publications may display meth-
ods that perform adequately, but suffer from inaccuracies or complicated representa-
tion. That said, the GD method could also have been formulated otherwise, or even
designed differently.
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7. SUMMARY

The topic of this thesis was formed with the goal of finding solutions for single-carrier
receivers in high-capacity MIMO frequency-selective fading channels, a choice which
was backed up by the 3GPP’s selection of SC-FDMA for uplink transmission in LTE-
Advanced. Up to four antennae may be used in LTE-Advanced terminal transmitters
and base station receivers to provide additional capacity in the form of spatial corre-
lation layers. Since the frequency-selective multi-path-fading channels impair signal
reception by inducing inter-symbol-interference, the destructive effect of the wireless
channel needs to be equalized, ideally with high performance and low complexity.

To accomplish the goal of reasonable trade-off between good reception performance
and low complexity of the receiver, the research idea leading to this work was to find
out if a MIMO channel matrix could be transformed into a block-diagonal form by
linear processing, and the signals detected in the sub-blocks, with savings achieved in
computation.

Some background information on the wireless environment and LTE was covered
in the previous pages, along with an introduction of the SC-FDMA multiple-access
method. Detection in MIMO flat-fading channels was then introduced. The represen-
tation of choices for MIMO detection in flat-fading channels included the linear zero-
forcing and MMSE filtering, which can run fast but often lack in performance. Sphere
detection was examined as a lower-complexity alternative to the excessively complex
maximum-likelihood detection. The principle of how sphere detection achieves that, is
to make sub-stream detections on the MIMO vector by observing its components one
by one in one-dimensional spheres (intervals between two endpoints).

The theory of cyclic prefixed transmission was revisited, as it replaces the convo-
lution between the signal and the channel with circular convolution. In a frequency-
selective SISO reception case, the circular convolution enables the use of MIMO de-
tection methods, since an equivalent MIMO channel model can be constructed. The
equivalent channel is a circulant matrix and thus, in addition to providing a guard band,
the CP can be used to enable fast frequency-domain equalization. Similarly, a MIMO
frequency-selective channel can be transformed into a memoryless MIMO channel,
which may become huge, but also a potential subject to the methods of flat-fading
MIMO detection. The sheer size of the resulting MIMO detection problems would
make the methods like sphere detection prohibitive in complexity.

The concept of group detection was found promising in order to reach the goal of
removing some of the channel equalization complexity in powerful receivers, but the
previous research had left room for new designs, which would better suit the demands
of the LTE uplink single-carrier transmissions. The original adaptive group detec-
tion used a zero-forcing method to transform a MIMO channel into smaller equivalent
channels, where detection was possible with maximum-likelihood approach. The con-
tribution of AGD to the making of a new group detector was its channel-based adaptive
grouping: Channel correlation was used to make groups of the antennae and enable the
detection of data symbols in optimized groups.

The zero-forcing approach was found inadequate for noisy frequency-selective chan-
nels, and an MMSE-based group detection was introduced in this thesis. In the MMSE-
based group detection, linear preprocessing in the form of MMSE equalization was
used on the MIMO channel, and then the groups were selected by using channel infor-
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mation. The groups were chosen to overlap as it enabled individually designed groups
with the best correlation information available for each data symbol. The detection
was then made by using the optimal-performance sphere detection in each group.

The complexity of group detection was determined by the major factor of group size,
and was given a bound of O(NtN |A|

K), where K is the group size, and Nt, N , and |A|
represent the number of transmit antennae, FFT-block size, and modulation alphabet
size, respectively.

The bit error rate performance of group detection was demonstrated by numeri-
cal examples of signal reception in selected channels. The SISO equalization perfor-
mance was represented by a fixed severely fading channel, a Rayleigh fading channel,
a Ricean fading channel featuring a line-of-sight multi-path component, and a Pedes-
trian B type channel with a long delay spread. The zero-forcing, MMSE equalization
and AGD receivers were included to provide the comparison of performances. The
MIMO simulations incorporated 2× 2 and 4× 4 antenna configurations, and compar-
isons with a two-stage receiver that comprises MMSE equalization and MIMO sphere
detection.

The numerical performance examples obtained by computer simulations indicated
that MMSE-based group detection can perform better than other receiver methods, and
maintain a moderate complexity. The novel group detection algorithm could also be
considered as a baseline design, that could be modified to produce improved variants.
In addition, group detection could be seen as an attractive alternative to receivers that
already implement MMSE equalizers and sphere detectors, since it might be possible
to reconfigure their hardware for the deployment of group detection.

The use of linear preprocessing could evidently lessen the complexity of computa-
tion in powerful MIMO receivers, at the expense of performance. Group detection
was seen as an able method in providing gradual steps to adjust the complexity–
performance trade-off. The adjustable factor in this scale was the group size, that
could rapidly increase the receiver complexity, but for which there were choices to al-
low balancing between the speed of the linear MMSE detection and the performance
of the maximum-likelihood detection.
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